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 Scarf ace, The Great Gatsby,
 and the American Dream

 According to Howard Hawks, Ben Hecht, and others involved in Scarface (1932), the film's
 screenplay was a unique creation that owes little to the novel Scarface (1930), by Armitage
 Trail. Director Hawks claimed he based the film on his own knowledge of gangsters, particularly
 Al Capone (45-47). Although co-writers W. R. Burnett and John Lee Mahin credit Hecht with
 a complete transformation of an earlier version of the screenplay (Burnett 60; Mahin 246-47),
 the film does not depart as significantly from the novel as Hawks, Hecht, and others assert.
 The primary alterations in the novel take the form of compressing the narrative, eliminating
 most of the political commentary to appease censors, and introducing less controversial but
 more stereotypical commentary about the central character's pursuit of material success. Hecht
 seems to have provided the screenplay with tamer thematic material about the American Dream,
 derived in part from F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby (1925).
 Based on the career of Al Capone, Trail's Scarface depicts the rise of the gangster Tony Guarino.

 For the sake of compression, the screenwriters excised
 most of the first six chapters of the book. In those chapters,
 Tony takes on a stripper as his mistress, kills her gangster
 lover, earns medals for bravery in World War I, murders his
 mistress and her new lover, and adopts a different identity to
 avoid prosecution. The screenwriters did retain Tony's rise
 to power under the command of Johnny Lovo, including the
 murder of a rival crime boss; Johnny's efforts to maintain
 peace with the North Side gang; the North Side's attack
 with machine guns; Tony's successful counterattack; Tony's
 takeover of Johnny's gang; Tony's murder of his brother-in-
 law; and Tony's death as a consequence of that murder. As
 he rises, Tony becomes involved with an attractive woman
 affiliated with the mob.

 Despite those similarities, Hecht and Hawks took much of the credit for the narrative and
 characters for themselves, most likely to bolster their images and to gain added attention for the

 71
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 film. When confronted by Al Capone 's henchmen about the resemblance between Scarface and
 their boss, Hecht supposedly denied basing Tony (Paul Muni) on Capone but did not mention
 that a novel was the main source of the screenplay (Child 486-87). Although Hawks (45)
 claimed responsibility for introducing a Borgia-like incestuous passion between Tony and his
 sister Cesca (Ann Dvorak), Tony's excessive attachment to his sister Rosie already existed in
 the novel (Clarens 85). Through sentence fragments and ellipses, Trail conveys Tony's mental
 derangement as Tony decides to kill Rinaldo, his loyal second in command:

 But here in this disreputable hotel, gone upstairs with Mike Rinaldo, the accomplished and
 unscrupulous heart-breaker who was the best gunman in the city [...] His sister. [...] No, it
 musn't be. [. . .] If she hadn't sense enough herself, somebody else - He walked over to the desk,
 his step a trifle unsteady, his eyes glazed in contemplation of a horror more terrible than any he
 had seen on French battlefields. (232-33)

 Because Tony has not seen his family in many years, he displays
 a sudden, extreme interest in his sister's sexual activities. The
 screenwriters "make this situation more plausible by having Tony
 remain involved with his family even after he buys his own
 home. Tony's obsession with his sister also reflects a trend in
 the gangster genre for the protagonist to be overly protective of
 his female relatives (Rosow 289). As Eugene R Walz suggests,
 Tony's "attitude toward Cesca seems based on an exaggerated
 Mediterranean-ethnic sense of honor" (97). Otherwise, Trail
 usually does not lapse into ethnic stereotypes, but when he does,
 he tends to be more complimentary than the screenwriters. For
 example, he describes Tony as possessing a "native Latin grace
 and sense of rhythm" (167).

 Negative stereotypes affect how the film Tony responds to
 his new wealth and account for some differences between this Tony and the Tony of the novel.
 Whereas Trail's Tony has natural good taste (14, 166), Tony in the film indulges in gaudy displays
 of wealth in an attempt to acquire what Johnny has: expensive cigars; a lavishly furnished urban
 home; and a flashy wardrobe, including a dressing gown identical to Johnny's (Shadoian 33-
 34). Like many screen gangsters, Tony seems to lack social graces and taste because he is the
 child of lower-class immigrants. Jack Shadoian suggests this method of portraying the gangster
 helped the audience to consider the character as "sufficiently deviant from the norm [...] to
 observe him as separate and apart" (17). Such xenophobic characterizations offered the audience
 scapegoats to absorb blame for the Depression and the failure of Prohibition (Rosow 217-20).
 Not surprisingly, the ethnic stereotypes associated with screen gangsters, as in Scarface , led
 to protests from representatives of the Italian government and from Italian- American groups
 (Maltby 132, 140).

 But, pressured by the Hays Office to establish a clearer moral demarcation between the officials
 and the criminals in the screenplay (Mast 74, 75), Hecht and Hawks most likely found it safer
 to critique a gangster's violent pursuit of wealth than to indict a class system that prevents the
 disadvantaged from developing their natural talents. In fact, the Hays Office had previously
 urged producer Howard Hughes to avoid depicting political corruption in future productions
 (Maltby 122-23). Responding to protests from local censors, religious groups, and others that
 gangster films were corrupting vulnerable members of the audience, the MPPDA had even
 encouraged studios to stop making gangster films altogether (Maltby 137).

 Such pressures probably explain why the screenwriters eliminated the sibling relationship
 between Detective Guarino and Tony. In the novel, Detective Ben Guarino is Tony's brother
 not just biologically, but also morally (Trail 20, 228). Trail explains, "[...] the only difference
 between a policeman and a gangster was a badge. They both came from the same sort of
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 neighborhoods, had about the same education and ideas, usually knew each other before and
 after their paths diverged, and always got along well together if the gangster had enough money"
 (18). Trail intends Tony and Ben to be two sides of the same coin rather than representatives of
 the opposing forces, crime and justice. Unfortunately, the change in this relationship reduces
 the intensity of their conflict, and in the film Guarino (C. Henry Gordon) comes across as bland
 (McCarthy 155).

 The screenwriters did replace the conflict between the brothers with one between Tony
 and Johnny (Osgood Perkins), making Tony disloyal in a way that he is not in the book. Trail
 has Lovo, like the real gangster Johnny Torrio, retire after being shot and willingly turn the
 racket over to Tony, as Johnny Torrio did with Capone. The screenplay, however, shows Tony
 disobeying Johnny's orders and seducing Johnny's moll, Poppy (Karen Morley). That love
 triangle is not entirely original because Trail presents a deadly conflict over Vyvyan between
 Tony and the mobster Al Spingola. This change also compresses Tony's relationships with
 Vyvyan and Jane, the Gun Girl, into one focal relationship. Unlike Jane or Vyvyan, Poppy has no
 profession and, therefore, bears a closer resemblance to the typical screen gangster girlfriend: an
 attractive higher-status blond, who signifies the protagonist's virility and success (Rosow 289).
 Perhaps the screenwriters sensed the combination of careerism and an attraction to gangsters
 would have been too repugnant to the 1930s audience, even in a moll.

 In both film and book, Tony dies because he murders his sister's husband rather than because
 of his gangland activities. The endings of the two works reveal intriguing differences. In the
 novel, Tony is betrayed by Jane, who has become jealous of Rosie, and Tony dies because he
 cannot bring himself to shoot his brother Ben. The original ending of the screenplay has Tony
 striding defiantly into police gunfire even after discharging his last bullet. The Hays Office,
 concerned that Tony's death would be too heroic, persuaded Hughes to shoot new endings:
 one depicting the disarmed Tony running from the police and being gunned down, the other
 showing Tony tried and hanged for his crimes (Maltby 135-37).

 Because Trail's version of Tony displays little interest in social mobility or the purchase
 of luxury items, the screenwriters turned to other sources for representing the rise of their
 protagonist, including The Great Gatsby (Doherty 148).1 According to Edmond Cros, Tony is
 "in some way an exaggerated caricature of Scott Fitzgerald's hero" (138). The screenwriters
 also adapted key passages from Gatsby to help convey Tony's ambitions through memorable
 cinematic signs. The main signs the screenwriters adapted from Fitzgerald are those of shirts
 as symbol of wealth and an advertisement that is misread as an omen. This use of signs in both
 works helps to establish that the central characters believe in an American Dream that offers
 them limitless freedom, wealth, and power, and enables them to buy the love of a woman who
 personifies their aspirations.

 According to William A. Fahey in "F. Scott Fitzgerald and the American Dream," Gatsby 's
 version of the American Dream is:

 [...] rising from rags to riches, of amassing a great fortune that will assure a life of luxuriant
 ease, power, and beauty in an ideal world untroubled by care and devoted to the enjoyment of
 everlasting pleasure and nothing to intervene between wish and fulfillment. It is a naive dream
 based on the fallacious assumption that material possessions are synonymous with happiness,
 harmony, and beauty. (70)

 Scarface is a similar "rags to riches" story. Tony's career, like Gatsby's, involves a rise from
 near poverty to considerable wealth through leadership in a bootlegging ring. In his biography
 of Capone, Fred D. Pasley characterizes the gangster as a Horatio Alger figure (355). As
 Rosow observes, the gangster genre draws on the Alger books and the biographies of real-life
 tycoons (27-30). According to Richard H. Pells, the gangster film is "a parody of the American
 Dream" (271) and the gangster himself "a kind of psychopathic Horatio Alger, embodying in
 himself the capitalistic urge for wealth and success" (271-72). Unlike an Alger hero, however,
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 the protagonist's fate in Scarface and most other gangster films follows a rise-and-fall pattern
 (Rosow 210; Warshow 102). The screen gangster is often a tragic figure whose grand ambitions
 and horrible end resemble those of a Renaissance overreacher (Shadoian 15; Cawelti 53).

 Gatsby, himself a successful bootlegger, comes to a similar end because he pursues the
 American Dream. For both Gatsby and Tony, the acquisition of a high-status woman is an
 essential component of their dream. In fact, while Poppy
 seems based in part on Vyvyan, her flower name suggests
 the influence of Daisy Buchanan on her character (Cros
 139). Like Daisy, Poppy is self-absorbed, shallow, and
 elusive. Karen Morley spends most of her first scene as
 Poppy primping at a vanity table. Poppy is sarcastic and
 condescending toward Tony, and Daisy is enigmatic when
 she meets Gatsby after their long separation.

 Although Daisy has been married off to Tom Buchanan,
 Gatsby is determined to win her back by displaying his
 new wealth. Similarly, Tony purchases a new wardrobe
 and an expensive home in part to seduce Poppy away from
 Johnny. Not only do Gatsby and Tony impress women with
 their wealth, but they equate those women with money. To
 Gatsby, Daisy's "voice is full of money" (Fitzgerald 120). After meeting Poppy, Tony comments
 to Johnny, "Expensive, eh?" (Hecht, "Scarface" 19).

 Daisy and Poppy are, indeed, won over by the lure of masculine power as signified by material
 possessions. After Gatsby and Daisy are reunited, Gatsby gives her a tour of his estate, eliciting
 a delighted response (Fitzgerald 92). In Scarface , Tony shows Poppy around his new home,
 hoping to gain her respect and affection:

 Tony. How do you like this place?
 Poppy. Kinda gaudy, isn't it?
 Tony. Ain't it, though? Glad you like it.

 Although seemingly unimpressed by his home, Poppy
 softens when Tony takes her to his bedroom, displays his
 shirt collection, and brags, "What I'm gonna do is wear a
 shirt only once and then give it right away to the laundry. A

 new shirt every day." Poppy replies sarcastically, "You're
 just gonna drive the women mad, aren't ya?" But Tony
 perseveres, and, near the end of the scene, almost wins a
 kiss from her, his advances interrupted only by the arrival
 of the police.
 Tony's wooing of Poppy is derived from the well-known

 shirt episode in The Great Gatsby (Cros 138; Hagemann
 33). As Thomas Doherty suggests, the scene may even be

 a parody of the passage below:

 He took out a pile of shirts and began throwing them one by one before us, shirts of sheer
 linen and thick silk and fine flannel, which lost their folds as they fell and covered the table
 in many-colored disarray. While we admired he brought more and the soft rich heap mounted
 higher - shirts with stripes and scrolls and plaids in coral and apple green and lavender and
 faint orange, with monograms of Indian blue. Suddenly with a strained sound, Daisy bent her
 head into the shirts and began to cry stormily.
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 "They're such beautiful shirts," she sobbed, her voice muffled in the thick folds. "It makes me
 sad because I've never seen such - such beautiful shirts before." (Fitzgerald 93-94)

 In both texts, the display of shirts is one of
 the protagonist's most effective strategies
 in winning over the woman he desires. The
 screenwriter responsible for the borrowing
 (possibly Hecht) recognized the power of
 custom-made shirts to represent masculine
 success, especially for materialistic, fashion-
 conscious women like Daisy and Poppy. In
 Understanding Media , Marshall McLuhan
 establishes a connection between the appeal of
 the success ethic in film narratives and The Great Gatsby , specifically the shirt scene:

 The film pushed this mechanism to the utmost mechanical verge and beyond, into a surrealism
 of dreams that money can buy. Nothing is more congenial to the film form than this pathos of
 superabundance and power that is the dower of a puppet for whom they can never be real. This
 is the key to The Great Gatsby that reaches its moment of truth when Daisy breaks down in
 contemplating Gatsby 's superb collection of shirts. [...] It is, therefore not accidental that the
 movie has excelled as a medium that offers poor people roles of riches and power beyond the
 dreams of avarice. (290-91)

 As McLuhan suggests, the shirts represent the fulfillment of a dream of wealth shared by the
 character Tony and the audience. Film scholars also have pointed out that an expensive, showy
 wardrobe is a sign of the gangster's rise and a commentary on American consumerism (Bartell
 104-05; Ruth 66-77). The script of Scarface at the Newberry Library devotes considerable
 attention to the details of Tony's clothing. When Tony first appears, his clothes are described
 as "loud" (Hecht, "Scarface" 8). As he helps Johnny takes over Big Louie's social club, Tony
 sports clothing "of much better quality, but still very flashy" (Hecht, "Scarface" 47). Poppy
 notices and comments, "That outfit's enough to give anybody the yips." Oblivious to the dig,
 Tony replies, "I gotta three more - different colors" (Hecht, "Scarface" 47). Only shortly before
 he reaches the height of his power does Tony begin to dress well (Hecht, "Scarface" 83).
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 Gatsby may be more creative and romantic in pursuit of the American Dream than Tony
 because he does all for the sake of a woman rather than merely aping another man's success.
 But Gatsby, like Tony, cannot transform himself into a true gentleman. Misreading the signs
 of American gentility, Gatsby moves to West Egg, a community of the nouveau riche, instead
 of the more elegant East Egg (Fahey 74). His parties attract theatre people and gate crashers
 rather than a social elite. Daisy finds these parties repulsive, only responding positively to the
 tour and the shirts (Fahey 73-74).

 The film Scarface also may have been
 influenced by the recurrent image of the
 advertising sign in Gatsby, which depicts the
 huge eyes and eyeglasses of the optometrist
 Doctor T. J. Eckleburg (Cros 138; Doherty
 148). The subtext of this sign is that, having
 healed himself, the physician possesses
 godlike powers. The sign even seems to cast
 judgment on the central characters for their sins
 (Fitzgerald 24, 124-25). Wilson leads Myrtle to
 a window to view the sign and tells her, "'God
 knows what you've been doing, everything
 you've been doing. You may fool me, but
 you can't fool God!"' (Fitzgerald 160). After
 Myrtle dies, the grief-stricken Wilson, who
 has no recourse to justice, seeks it in the false
 promise of the sign, imagining that Eckleburg 's
 eyes have seen the truth about the accident and
 will guide him in revenge. That Wilson kills the
 wrong person - Gatsby - reminds us that a sign is only a sign.

 As in The Great Gatsby , a sign in Scarface appears at key points in the narrative to comment on
 the characters' sexual corruption and the protagonist's impending death. That Hecht made similar

 use of an advertising sign in his treatment
 for Underworld (1927) (Corliss 7-8),
 indicates he may have chosen Gatsby as a
 source for Scarface. The sign in Scarface ,
 which displays a brightly lit globe above
 the slogan, "THE WORLD IS YOURS /
 COOK'S TOURS," seems to promise Tony
 power, wealth, and sexual fulfillment (Cros
 145-46; Doherty 148). Noticing the sign
 as he shows Poppy his apartment, Tony
 declares, "Some day, I look at that sign,
 and I say, 'OK, she's mine.'" Tony sees the
 sign again after he kills Johnny, assumes
 that the omen has been fulfilled, and takes

 possession of Poppy. The sign appears once more, immediately after Tony dies, indicating that
 his belief that the world was his was a delusion, not destiny (Mast 103).

 The similarities between the use of the signs in Gatsby and Scarface are more marked near
 the end of the film. Tony, overwhelmed by jealousy, shoots Rinaldo, only to learn that Rinaldo
 (George Raft) had married Cesca. In the book and film versions of Scarface , Tony seems to be
 invulnerable as long as he does not claim justice for himself. Of course, what Tony and Wilson
 view as justice is merely revenge. And it is for an act of personal revenge, rather than for his
 many gangland killings, that Tony is killed (Walz 98). Similarly, Gatsby dies, not at the hands of
 fellow gangsters, but because Daisy's jealous husband tells Wilson that Gatsby killed Myrtle.
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 In both works the signs are no more than signs, despite the efforts of advertisers to persuade
 consumers otherwise. Nor are the advertisers completely at fault. After all, the central characters
 place their faith in a highly material version of the American Dream that seems to promise
 wealth, the love of a high-status woman, and immediate justice. While both Tony and Gatsby
 seem unusually blessed in their ability to overcome their economic disadvantages, they die
 young and violently because of their own weaknesses and the corruption of the world they have
 attempted to conquer. As Richard Pells observes, Tony dies alone, paying "the awesome price
 of individualism" (272). The Depression-era audience, disenchanted with the success ethic of
 the 1920s and weary of the violence and graft that had resulted from Prohibition, was receptive
 to such retribution for gangsters.

 Despite the self-promoting claims of Hawks and the screenwriters, Scarface retains many
 features of Trail's novel, including major characters, plot developments, and even the incest
 motif The changes the screenwriters did make in the narrative mainly helped to compress the
 time frame and cast of characters and meet the demands of the Hays Office and censorship
 boards. As a consequence of censors' concerns about positive depictions of gangsters, Tony in
 the film is not only less intelligent, trustworthy, and sophisticated but also more materialistic,
 gauche, and ruthless than his counterpart in the novel. For similar reasons, the screenwriters
 downplayed the novel's emphasis on corruption in law enforcement and politics by eliminating
 the sibling relationship between Tony and Guarino and replacing it with the conflict between
 Tony and Johnny. Censorship concerns may also explain why the film Tony embodies negative
 ethnic stereotypes that are not in the book. Instead of being motivated by his inherent ability and
 drive, the film Tony, like Jay Gatsby, is driven by the American Dream to accumulate obvious
 signs of wealth. As a work based on a gangster novel and a product of the Depression era, the
 film Scarface does present a darker version of the American Dream than does The Great Gatsby.
 Tony is more obviously a criminal than Gatsby, and the gangster milieu of Chicago more violent
 than Fitzgerald's East and West Egg. Both works, however, offer a powerful critique of the
 pursuit of material success and physical beauty.

 Marilyn Roberts
 Waynesburg College

 Note

 1 For example, in the novel, Tony does not buy a home but wanders with Jane from one expensive apartment
 to another because landlords and wealthy tenants disapprove of their criminal activities. Rather than being
 chagrined, Tony flaunts "wads of money in the envious faces of the stiff-backed 'genteels' who [have]
 snubbed them" (Trail 229).
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